


INTRODUCTION

At The Furniture Lab, we’re big fans of quality, luxury pieces that turn an event into an 
unforgettable occasion. From proudly South African styling all the way to Scandinavia, our 
team has crossed the globe to curate a collection of one-of-a-kind items to help our clients 
host unique events with international appeal.

 

From exhibition to conferences, weddings and even outdoor functions, we offer premium 
furniture solutions to suit it all. At The Furniture Lab, it’s our goal to make a powerful style 
statement at every event through chic, elegant, and polished pieces that really make an impact. 
Our collection has grown to include a variety of silhouettes, fabrics, and finishes - making our 
range highly sought-after and our clients spoilt for choice.

 

The Furniture Lab was born when we noticed that the furniture hire sector in KwaZulu-Natal 
wasn’t as stellar as we hoped it would be. So, we took on the challenge, stepped up our game, 
and began sourcing impressive pieces. For us, this meant following the trends wherever they 
took us, as well as creating a few of our own along the way. Naturally, we were drawn to 
furnishings that stood out in their own unique way, and so our trademark style of quality 
contemporary furniture was born.



DÉCOR & STYLING

When it comes down to creating a beautiful space, filling it with aesthetically pleasing bits and 
bobs is what makes a space really come together. Sometimes all a room needs is that little 
touch. It’s the accents and textures that collectively make give a room its personality. Add a 
vase to focus the energy in a specific corner, or let glass vases and plants turn your space into 
an organic area that breathes life. Take a short tour through our weird and wonderful collection.



PALLET SET

While pallet furniture might be an OG in the DIY world, there are still plenty of reasons why 
people can’t get enough of it for all their outdoor lounging and entertaining needs. This super 
versatile and easy-to-come-by material looks great on any patio, tiny balcony or backyard lawn 
and can be made into a modern statement-maker with the right paint colors, textures and 
designs.



STEEL VELVET LOUNGE POCKET

Velvet is a texture that will never go out of style and exudes luxury. Just sitting on a piece 
of furniture that has a beautiful finish, makes you feel like you have stepped into a land of 
luxury. This trend has taken a modern turn and can be matched with bright colours, such as 
watermelon, rust and wine. It really enhances and defines a room. Velvet adds a warm texture 
to any setting. 



SOFAS & OTTOMANS

From the soft velvet sofas to our beautiful ottomans, every piece at the Lab is more than 
just something to sit on — it’s a thing of luxury. Our couches and ottomans come in a variety 
top-end materials and a wide selection of colours. Browse our collection to find one that sits 
comfortably with your personal style.



SMOKEY GREY SCANDI

ELLA SCANDI

L-SHAPED CREAM

GREY VELVET SCANDI

BELLA GREY SCANDI

DOUBLE MALAWI

DENIM IRON 

DOUBLE BLACK CUSHIONED MALAWI



3 SEATER GREY VELVET

TEAL SCANDI

3 SEATER DARK GREY VELVET

3 SEATER TEAL VELVET

GREY SCANDI

POWDER BLUE SCANDI

L-SHAPED BLACK LEATHER

EMERALD VELVET



PINK DOUBLE SEATER CHAISE

PINK SUEDE 

GOLD VELVET

BOHO POUFFE

GOLD DEEP BUTTONED (J)

PINK OTTOMAN

NUDE SUEDE 

PINK DAYBED



GOLD DAYBEDMINTY OTTOMAN GREY OTTOMANEMERALD DAYBED

GREY DEEP BUTTONED OTTOMAN TEAL DEEP BUTTONED OTTOMAN WHITE DEEP BUTTONED OTTOMAN SMALL GOLD OTTOMAN 



SMOKE DAYBEDTEAL ROUND OTTOMAN

EMERALD AND GOLD OTTOMAN WINE OTTOMAN YELLOW DAYBED BLUE DAYBED

EMERALD DAY BED GOLD ROUND OTTOMAN



WICKER SET MODERN 2 SEATER GOLD ARM CHAIR

GOLD SINGLE SEATER EMERALD ARM CHAIR GRAPE ARM CHAIR EMERALD SINGLE SEATER

DOUBLE BLACK MALAWI



EMERALD SCANDI GOLD SCANDI



CONTEMPORARY LOUNGE

Now if you are looking to really make a statement, one way is to have a piece of furniture in 
a bold colour and texture. Creating a focal point in a room is interior design 101. Like you, this 
focal point should be glamorous and unique. Classic pieces of furniture that are a bright and 
bold colour, really reinvent the room and create a luxury furniture feel.



TROPICS

To speak about tropics as a single category would be silly. This look has its own personality, and 
is really determined by style, size, and colour. Mixing colours and textures can seem intimidating 
at first, it’s really how you use the pattern and what kind of pattern you choose. Adding texture 
brings character to a space. Textures offer a level of detail and character to a piece furniture. It 
can take something as simple as a chair from drab to fab.



NEUTRAL LOUNGE

Neutral colour schemes can be used for a range of interiors looks, and are easy to live with. 
Essentially, neutral means without colour. Neutrals such as beige, ivory, taupe, black, grey 
and shades of white often have many undertones that need just as much thought as when 
decorating with colour. 



CHAIRS, STOOLS & OCCASIONAL CHAIRS

A chair is simply a comfortable, durable, ergonomically responsible object of beauty. Our range 
of chairs embodies these ideals, yet offers a wide range of styles to suit different nuances in 
taste and function. Our dining chairs, lounge chairs, occasional chairs and office chairs come 
in a wide selection of material to understated, classic modern chairs browse our collection of 
chairs to find the design that defines your sense of style.



GHOST

WHITE, BLACK & NATURAL CRISS-CROSS

CHALK

NATURAL WISH BONE

CHALK WITH ARMS

DEEP WOOD WISH BONE

CAFE

DEEP WOOD CRISS CROSS

CROSS BACK CANE

MALAWI

WHITE STRIPED CANE

DEEP BUTTONED

WHITE BASKET CANE

WINGBACK

WHITE AND BLACK TOLIX SET

SMITH 



BLACK GHOST 

BLACK CANE

BLACK ACAPULCO

BLACK MALAWI

GREEN ACAPULCO

WIRE BACK BUTTERFLY

RED ACAPULCO

ARNO

PINK ACAPULCO

PAUL BROWN

GHOST STOOL

OLI VELVET

GHOST BAR

PINK FLAMINGO WHITE ACAPULCO

TOLIX BAR STOOL



WIRE BAR STOOL MUSHROOM FOOT STOOL YELLOW BUCKET STOOL RED BUCKET STOOL BLUE BUCKET STOOLROUND BAR STOOL WOVEN BAR STOOL

HAIRPIN BAR STOOL EAMES BAR WHITE, BLACK, RED & YELLOW TOLIX BAR GREY, BLACK & WHITE HAY BAR STOOLGOLD WIRE BAR MASTER BAR

WILD MUSHROOM FOOT STOOL



GOLD VELVET STOOL GOLD WIRE PURPLE GHOST WOOD BASKET BLACK CANE WINGBACK BLACK ELLA GOLD GOLDEN LEG EMERALD GOLDEN LEG

WAVE TOLIX EAMES WITH ARMS & EAMES WITHOUT ARMSWHITE, BLACK & GREY MASTERICE



GREY, BLACK & WHITE HAY PLANTATION PINK, YELLOW & GREEN ACAPULCONATURAL ELLA



OCCASIONAL TABLES & COFFEE TABLES

When you have everything you need, you invest in the things you want, such as an occasional 
table or coffee table to display beautifully curated decor and add warmth to bare spaces. 
These tables however, enhance the look and feel of your space, while providing display space. 
Whether you want something simplistic and rustic to add some charm, or a unique piece that 
catches the eye, we have a wide selection of options for you to choose from. Sit back and 
browse our selection of occasional tables and coffee.



INDUSTRIAL LOUNGE

Nothing says effortless, cool and easy maintenance than an industrial-style living room. Exposed 
plants greet black and white prints, metal coffee tables meet shaggy rugs, and iron piping 
encounters roughshod wooden accents to create living spaces that look perfectly thrown 
together. Inject beautiful detailing, comfortable couches and gorgeous light fixtures into a 
space lined in concrete. 



TRELLIS SIDE

MARLIN

TRELLIS SIDE

1/4 WHITE PLINTH

TRELLIS SIDE

TRIPOD WHITE

LEAF

WICKER WHITE SIDE

RAY

WHITE GLASS COFFEE

SPIDER

TIM TAM WHITE



CIRCULAR MARBLE

GOLD DIAMOND

ROSE GOLD WITH MIRROR SURFACE

BUBBLE SIDE

ANGULAR MARBLE

GOLD SWIRL SIDE

BLACK LEG GOLD TRAY

BEALAN

GOLD LEG GOLD TRAY

BLACK MARBLE AND GOLD SIDE

GOLD MARBLE STAND

ROSE GOLDE WIRE MIRROR SURFACE



TRELLIS SIDE

TRUNK

TRELLIS COFFEE

NICKLE SIDE

COPPER CROSS SIDE

PIN SET SIDE

SIRI FOOT STOOL

DISCO SET SIDE

CERAMIC STOOL

SPIRAL SIDE

RATTAN

1/4 METAL SIDE



CANE SIDE WITH GLASS

BLACK TRELLIS COFFEE

CERAMIC STOOL

BLACK TRELLIS SIDE

CONCRETE CIRCULAR

BLACK TRIPOD

GREEN CERAMIC STOOL 

SQUARE CONCRETE SIDE

BLACK WIRE STOOL

BLACK STEEL SIDE

BLACK GLASS COFFEE

BIG SPIDER COFFEE



WOODEN LIP SET

YELLOW CERAMIC STOOL

SPIDER SIDE SET

PLANTATION COFFEE

BLACK AND WOOD COFFEE

PLANTATION SIDE

RECTANGULAR COFFEE

SHELL COIN SIDE

CANE COFFEE

SHELL SQUARE SIDE

RAW WICKER COFFEE

YELLOW VELVET COUCH



GOLD BASKET SIDE

WHITE SCANDI

WICKER RAW SIDE BAMILEKE SIDE

INDUSTRIAL JUTE SIDE

BAMILEKE COFFEE WOODEN NEST GOLD WIRE SIDE

JUTE COFFEE SEAGRASS COFFEE PERSPEX PLINTHS



WHITE ACAPULCO BLACK ACAPULCO



BLACK ON WHITE

One of the hottest trends in interior design right now, is using 2 ends of the spectrum such 
as black and white. Black and white combination makes a modern, sophisticated and elegant 
combination of colors which can make your living room look absolutely stunning. Black and 
white combination can be dramatic, dynamic, modern, formal and is also the ideal background 
for adding other colors. This combination can actually blend equally well in interiors of all sorts 
of styles including art deco, hi tech, classic, among others. Black and white living room design 
generally accepts the presence of the other colors which means it gives you plenty of room to 
get creative and use your imagination.



COCKTAIL TABLES & TRESSLE TABLES

When you have everything you need, you invest in the things you want, such as an occasional 
table or coffee table to display beautifully curated decor and add warmth to bare spaces. 
These tables however, enhance the look and feel of your space, while providing display space. 
Whether you want something simplistic and rustic to add some charm, or a unique piece that 
catches the eye, we have a wide selection of options for you to choose from. Sit back and 
browse our selection of occasional tables and coffee.



WHITE COCKTAIL

WOODEN BENCH

ROUND CAFE

HARVEST TABLE

WHITE METAL COCKTAIL BAR

WOODEN COCKTAIL

WOODEN TOP BENCH

HAIRPIN WOODEN TOP



TRESTLE TABLE

ROUND HAIRPIN

BLACK COCKTAIL

TOLIX

WHITE HAIRPIN

WHITE BENCH

EAMES

BUFFET



WOODEN BUFFET BENCH SET



YELLOW CANE SET

When it comes down to creating a beautiful space, filling it with aesthetically pleasing bits and 
bobs is what makes a space really come together. Sometimes all a room needs is that little 
touch. It’s the accents and textures that collectively make give a room its personality. Add a 
vase to focus the energy in a specific corner, or let glass vases and plants turn your space into 
an organic area that breathes life. Take a short tour through our weird and wonderful collection.



C O N TA C T

031 942 1370
082 660 7472

SALES@THEFURNITURELAB.CO.ZA

DECOR HIRE • STYLING • DRY HIRE EVENT FURNITURE


